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No topic has been of greater interest to our churches in re'
cent years than has the phenomenon of campus _ministry.

Gonséquently, in an ef f ort to f oster understanding' this
special- issué of Míssion Journal explores both the early

ybars and the contemporary forms

of this imp.ortant

êndeavor. ln addition, this issue highlights some significant
dimensions of other educational ventures in the Restoration
Movement.-the Editor

The Bibte Chair Movement'
1918-1964

By RONALD B. FLOWERS

The Bible chair pattern for teaching religion
at state universities was begun by the Disciples of
Christ, and the first Bible chair was established
at the University of Michiganin 1893.' In this
century, one of the most active groups in Bible

chair work has been the Churches of Christ'
This article will sketch the history of the

Dr. Ronatd Flowers is a professor in the Department oÍ Religion'
Texas Christian Ilniversity. With a special interesl in the relation
between religion and public educalion, he is co-author of a recent
book, Toward Benevolent Neutrality: Church, State and the
Supreme Courl, Waco: Baylor University Press, 1977.

involvement from its beginning

in

1918 until

tgu.
Bible chair work among Churches of Christ
was begun in Texas. In 1918, Jesse P. Sewell, the
president of Abilene Christian College, wrote an
article in the Gospel 'ldvocate proposing that "a
Christian chapter house" be established at the
University of Texas or "some other high-grade
university" where the graduates of Church of
Christ junior colleges "could go for the balance

of their work." This house would provide a
Christian place of residence for the students and
Bible teaching of excellence.
As a result of this article, a campaign was
started throughout Texas to raise $150 a month
so that G.H.P. Showalter, the eclitor of the Firm
þ-oundation, could be relieved of some of his
duties at the papçr in order to teach Bible at the
university. The Bible chair opened in the t'all of
1918, at the University of Texas, with Showalter
at the helm, and this was the beginning of a long
and intimate, although not organic, relationship
between the Firm Foundation and the Bible
chair movement.
The first chair was staffed during the initial
period of its existence by Charles H. Roberson
who, along with his greatest source of moral and
financial support, Showalter, can be called the
pioneers of this movement among Churches of
Christ,

The 1920-21 school year witnessed a major
breakthrough: the university said that it would
henceforth be possible for a student to apply up
to two credits in Bible toward his B.A. degree.
But the granting of university credit for the work
was about the only good news the Bible chair
leaders received in those early years.
Nearly every article or news item written
about the Bible chair before 1928 stressed the
fact that the project was in deep financial
trouble. Indeed, there had been some doubt as
to whether the project would ever be launched.
It was only after Showalter wrote an article,
appropriately and scripturally entitled, "What
Thou Doest Do Quickly,"2 that enough money
came in to begin teaching the first year.
In spite of the contributions which did come
in, the Bible chair was in black only rarely. On
numerous occasions, Showalter, who was
already giving the Bible chair free use of Firm
F-oundotion and was providing free secretarial
help, rescued the Bible chair from financial
disaster by large contributions from his personal
funds. Most of the financial campaigns and
ambitious plans for the Bible chair, of which
there were several, were abortive.
4

The direct result of this situation was that the
Bible chair at Austin had to close its doors in
1928. Thus the University of Texas Bible Chair
ceased to exist as quietly as it had come into
being. It was not killed by the angry opposition
of some malevolents, but by the indifference of
its constituency in Texas.
Because

of

of the importance of the University

Texas in that state which is a stronghold of
the Churches of Christ, the possibility of a chair
at the university was resurrected. In September,
1951, a Bible chair under the direction of the
University Avenue Church of Christ again began

offering courses. The Bible chair at the
University of Texas was very important in
setting the pattern for the entire movement,
which is why it has been treated rather
extensively here.

ïhe success ot "the Bible chair movement is
Iargely öecause ol some heroic eltorts on
the part of a few people in the eaily days.
ïñose who continue to see yalue in Bible
chairc arc endebted to those pioneers who
had a vision and would not let it die."
This first chair among Churches of Christ
conformed to the "pure" Bible chair pattern
which had been initiated by the Disciples earlier,

i.e., each Bible chair functioned as an
identifiable entity, sponsored by a single religious
group, and was staffed by a person who thought
of himself as a representative of that religious
group, rather than as an employee of the state
university or as a participant in a cooperative
venture for the teaching of religion in the state
university. Subsequent Bible chairs almost
unanimously followed this pattern.
One of the few exceptions to this

generalization came into existence in the same
year that the University of Texas Bible Chair
failed, 1928. In that year, the Church of Christ
in Norman, Oklahoma was invited to teach
religion in the School of Religion at the
University of Oklahoma, an invitation which it
accepted. The School of Religion was made up
of representatives of several religious groups: the
Church of Christ was assigned to teach the credit
courses in Old Testament.

This particular arrangement was the
exception rather than the rule among Church of
Christ Bible chairs which, at least in the early
days, did not enter into

cooperative
other
denominations. The chair at the University of
Oklahoma ceased to exist in that form in 1947,
the same year the School of Religion at the
University of Oklahoma also ceased to exist.

arrangements

with chairs o f

There were other Church of Christ Bible
chairs in the early years of the movement, all of
them conforming to the "pure" Bible chair
pattern. The information available about these
projects is incredibly scarce, so it will have to
serve our purposes just to list the more
important ones. The Church of Christ opened a
Bible chair at Texas A&M in 1935. A Bible
chair was founded in either 1929 or 1939 (there
are conflicting reports) at Oklahoma A&M, now
Oklahoma State University. The important
Bible chair at Texas Technological College was
started in 1947 .
Along with the Bible chair at the University

of Texas, perhaps one of the most influential
chairs has been that at Eastern New Mexico
University. Founded in September, 1947, this
Bible chair, from its inception, has been able to
grant the B.A. in religion. This unique feature of
this chair was supplemented in 1949 when,
because of the growth of the university, M.A.
programs were instituted in several fields,
including religion. This was a unique situation
for Bible chairs among Churches of Christ.

If
until

one reads the Firm Foundation from l9l8
1955, he gets the impression that the Bible

chair movement did not attract much attention
among the Churches of Christ. Undoubtedly
that is true for the early years, the experience of
the Bible chair at the University of Texas being a
rather vivid testimony of this. There are not
many references to Bible chair work and those
few references give oflly very sketchy
information about the various Bible chairs.
Indeed, only six Bible chairs were mentioned
in all those years, most of those having been
started in the late 1940's and early 1950's, and
some of them were mentioned only cursorily at
best"

But this is not a completely true picture. In
the early 1950's, interest in Bible chair work
evidently increased, for on June 7, 1955, the
widely circulated Firm Foundation devoted an
entire edition to this cause. On the assumption
that special editions are not devoted to insignificant matters, one may feel reasonably confident
that the Bible chair movement was gathering
momentum. This confidence is reinforced by the
fact that the special edition had articles on
fifteen Bible chairs, nine of which had never
been mentioned in any major Church of Christ
periodical before.
Because of this special Bible chair edition of
Firm Foundation, 1955 is a turning point for
Bible chairs among Churches of Christ. Not

only did that edition reveal the existence of more
Bible chairs than had ever been mentioned
before; it also helped to bring the urgency of this
project to the attention of the people of the
Churches of Christ. Consequently, twelve new
Bible chairs were started between June, 1955,
and April, 1957. The Firm Foundation special
edition gave new life to the Bible chair
movement.

Firm Foundation ran another special edition

on Bible chair work on March 24, 1964.
Although that date marks the closing of the
period covered by this article, one must again
assume that a special edition indicates interest

and momentum. The special

edition

undoubtedly gave the movement another push
toward greater accomplishment.

In order to take advantage of the growing
interest in these projects near state universities
and to offer guidance and help to those churches
which wanted to start other Bible chairs, a Bible
chair lectureship was held in Lubbock, Texas in
August, 1957. The lectures were for preachers,
elders of churches, and Bible chair directors and
were designed to give practical advice about how
to start a Bible chair, how to finance it, and how
to conduct a Bible chair program. The initial
lectures v¿ere a great success, so much so that
their organizers resolved to hold them annually.
The lectures were published each year to give
them even wider eireulation"

But the lectureships were not enough. F-or a
long time some people had felt the need of some
kind of publication which would publicize the
Bible chair activity in the Churches of Christ.
Conferees at the first series of lectures decided to
launch a journal for this purpose.
The first issue of the Bible Chair Journol,
later to become the Campus Journal, was
published in the fall of 1958. The purpose of the
publication was to arouse the concern of the

The Churches of Christ have two foci of
strength, two areas of high population density:
Tennessee and Texas. For some unexplainable
reason, the Bible chair movement, in its early
days, did not make much progress in Tennessee
or in any part of the Southeast, whereas its
progress in Texas and the Southwest was
remarkable. Although previously confined
principally to the Southwest, in the early 1960's
the movement began to reach to the West Coast
and to the northern half of the nation.

for ". . . the imperative and
One of the interesting things which happened
of bringing Christian higher
to thousands of youths who have in higher education in America in the early
junior

Churches of Christ

gigantic task

education
chosen to attend state schools."'This important
paper filled a void in the Bible chair movement
in that it informed members of Churches of
Christ across the country of the progress of the
movement and elicited their support. In 1962 the
paper was changed from a semi-annual to a
quarterly publication.

1960's was the accelerating growth of
colleges to help take care of the rapidly rising
college enrollment. These institutions, primarily
state or municipally owned, were established all
across the country. The Churches of Christ saw
this development as an opportunity and
challenge and began to establish Bible chairs at
junior colleges
seven by 1964.

-

these efforts

As the Bible chair movement moved outside
the "Bible Belt," it encountered more and more
situations where state universities and colleges
were not receptive to the idea of offering credit
for Bible chair courses. In the early days, when
such a situation occurred, the Bible idea was
dropped. But later the leaders of the movement
became more persistent in their efforts to
provide courses, even in situaticlns where the
local university was indifferent or even hostile.

But not until the launching of the Bible
Chair Journolwas it possible to know with any
certainty concerning the movement's growth.
That paper printed a directory of the existing
Bible chairs and those in formation. The first
issue listed twenty-nine chairs. The movement
continued to grow until the Fall, 1964 issue listed
fifty-six Bible chairs, including seven in the
" formative stage, "

The solution to such problems was to make
an arrangement between the Bible chair and a
Christian college whereby the former became an
extension of the latter. The church school, in
nearly every case, imposed its own academic
standards on the Bible chair for which it
accredited courses and usually insisted that the
courses taught were courses which were listed in
its catalogue. The local Bible chair was to be
very careful to keep any records, provide library
or other facilities which were required, and
provide an instructor who met the qualifications
of the Christian college. In nearly every case, a
teacher with a Master's degree met this
requirement. Christian e olleges which
maintained extension relationships like this were
Pepperdine College, Abilene Christian College,
and Harding College.

"The Bible chair opened in the Fall of 1918,
at the University of Texas, and this was the
beginning oÍ a long and intimate relation"
ship between the Firm Foundation and the
Bible ch air mcrvemenil"
There has been a direct relationship between
to publicize the Bible chair
movement and its growth. The movement did
not show much growth progress prior to about
1951, but after that it made very rapid strides.
In 1951, the Bible chair at the University of
Texas was reestablished. It has been noted that
the special Bible chair issue of the Firm
FoundaÍion, published in June, 1955, listed nine
rnore Bible chairs than had ever been mentioned
before.

6

Why have the Churches of Christ been

so

zealous in their efforts to put Bible chairs at so

The basic activity of the Bible ehair elireetors
was to teach Bible courses on an academic level

for the university,

many state universities? What has been their
rationale for such projects? One can briefly
review the arguments of rationale for the first
Bible chair at the University of Texas to get a
picture of the thinking of the entire movement,
since the various arguments of rationale did not

appropriate

change in the period covered by this article.

center. His many roies were well summed up in
the following statement :

"The University

oî Texas Bible chair

ceased to exíst [in 1928] as quietly as it had
come into being. lt was not killed by the
angry opposition of some maleyolents, þut
by the indilference of its constituency in
Têxas."
The Churches of Christ tended to view Bible
chairs as extensions of the church onto the
campuses of state universities. Consistent with
this idea, and in line with the church's
restorationist viewpoint and conservative
theology, the main reason for the chairs was to
counteract the negative influence of the state
universities on Christian young people.
Statements similar to the following one, written
about the University of Texas chair in 1919,
appeared in nearly every issue of the Bible Chair

usually for

academic credit.

In addition to his teaching duties, the director

had the responsibility for conducting a full
campus ministry progrâm at the Bible chair

The director must be qualified to play a
multiple role. He is a teacher of many
subjects, a shepherd of souls, a trusted and
intimate counselor, an example-even ideal
to many, an advisor to the officers of the
church, an administrator, a promotional
man among the churches, a representative
of the church to the college faculty and
student body and to the community, and a
preacher all rolled into one.5
Consequently one found many of the following
activities, in additon to teaching, as part of a

typical Bible chair program: the ' 'daily
devotional," facilities and opportunities for
Christian fellowship, weekend retreats,
choruses, Christian service projects, and
counseling, particularly pre-marital counseling.

Journøl in the period covered by this article:
There can be no doubt among thinking
people that such a work as this will mean
much to the young men and women of the
church. They come here to complete a
University education and are at the age
when deceptive teaching may forever
destroy their confidence in the word of
God and the Christian religion; but with
faithful men to lead them in the right way
religiously they will return to their homes
stronger in the faith and go out into the
world to bless and Lrenefit.o

The Bible chair movement among the
of Christ has been among the more

Churches

active of a number of such programs al
American state universities. That is largely
because of some heroic efforts on the part of a
few people in the early days. Those who
continue to see value in Bible chairs are endebted
to those pioneers who had a vision and would
not let it die.
'Ronald B. Flowers, "Thc Bible Chair Movenent: An
Innovation of the Discilrles of Chlist," Discipliana (March, 1966),
B-13.

of New
Testament Christianity onto the campuses of
state universities, their primary functions were
to combat the non-religious atmosphere of those
eampuses and to conserve Christian students.
These purposes undergirded all the activities of
Because the Bible chairs were extensions

the Bible chairs.

'G.H.P.

Shc¡wall.er,

"What Thou Doest Do Quìckly,"

^/rT¡r¡

Iroundafion (September 19, l9l8), 2.
sGene Pattersou, "A New Milestone
l{as Norv Been Rcachccl,"
the llible Chair Journal (Fall, 19(r2), insicle flont cover.

'J.l{. Lawson, "University Bible Chair of rhe Chulch of
Christ," Ilir¡n FoundaÍion (November 18, l9l9), 2.
'V. Pondel Wright, "Qualil'ications ol a lliblc C,'hair
Director," Third Annual Bible C-hair Lectures ol" Churches ol'
Christ (Stillwater, Oklahoma, August 26-28, 1959), memeographed, p.60.

Campus Ministry in the Past
Twenty Years:
Some Personal Reflections

By JOHN F. WILSON

During the past twenty years the ministry of
Churches of Christ on university campuses has
consisted of three rather distinct waves or
phases. What follows is an admittedly subjective
reflection on these, based on my own
participation in or observation of all three.
The Bible Chair Movement

The first phase of the campus ministry of
Churches of Christ was the Bible chair
movement. My initiation into this movement
came in 1960 when I attended a national meeting
of Bible chair directors in Portales, New
Mexico. The experience can only be described

euphoric

for me. The euphoria had

as

several

occurring in my home congregation at the time,
as well as in countless thousands of other
congregations. From some half million members
before World War II, the movement now
counted a million and one half adherents. That
this growth came during a period of ten to
fifteen years is truly remarkable.

In addition to rapid growth-and perhaps
related to that growth-there also was at the
time a profound lack of theological examination.
A group of prominent editors and preachers
were regarded as the "experts" and were seldom
challenged. The brotherhood was much too busy
propagating itself to stop and spend precious
time in theological evaluation.

sources.

It

must first be remembered that the
Churches of Christ were very different in 1960
from what they are today. They were at that
time in a period of very rapid growth (though
1960 was one of the last years of such growth). It
was widely noted at the time that this movement

was one of the most rapidly growing religious
movements in the United States.

Records indicate

that this growth

was

F. Wilson, Ph.D., is Professor of Religious Studies ctÍ
SouÍhwesl Missouri Slate UniversiU in Springfield. He was a
cdntpus ntinister for thirleen -years prior to his appoinlmenI as o

John

professor. He edited Campus Journal/or several years and taughl
courses on campus ministry al Abilene Christian University for

.five.years, His booklel, A Biblical Basis For The
Ministry, received wide circulatir¡n during the early 70's.
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Campus

But at Portales I heard-for the first timehonest examination of the movement. The
examination was profoundly biblical in
approach. The men I met seemed determined to
themselves,
regardless of the traditional line of exegesis.

let the scriptures speak for

Among the churches, campus ministry, in a
of rapid growth and unexamined
theology, was conceived of almost entirely in
terms of conservation. Converts from all walks
of life were coming into the church by the
hundreds of thousands and campus ministers
felt great pressure to help conserve those who
were of college age, keeping them safely in the
fold. But we also viewed our task as an
intellectual one: to examine our theology and

context

practice in the light of the scriptures. We felt we
were in an atmosphere which gave us more
freedom than most others to proceed with such a
task. It was this sense of freedom and adventure
which first attracted me to the ministry.

But what the church principally expected of
us was that we protect the Christian young
people who were coming to secular universities
and were in great danger of "losing their faith."
At the time most everyone, myself included, was
sure that university trained young people were
leaving the church because their faith was being
subverted by the ravings of godless professors
and the pressures of immoral peers.

"Through those eaily credit Bible couÍses,
a whole generation oî students, many now
in positions of congregational leadership,
werc provided with perspectives which
richly broadened and deepened the laith ot
the church."
Much later it dawned on us that the problem
did not lie in the loss of faith-because the
students were not coming to us with solid faith
commitments to begin with. You can't lose what
you don't have. That meant the problem lay
somewhere back at the level of the local church.
But at any rate, we felt that these students, for
the most part, were not seriously committed to
Jesus Christ-and we were right. We searched
for them on the campuses; we begged them for
commitment; we tried to light spiritual fires
with precious little fuel.
Our perceptions about the spiritual condition
these students determined our approach to
ministry. Our strategy was threefold. First, we
tried to introduce credit Bible courses. If we

of

could set up an alternative to the godless
teaching of the secular profetsors, and if we
could legitimatize that alternative by gaining
institutional recognition (through the offering of
credit) then our message would have academic
respectability and perhaps the students would
listen.

Second, we tried to develop "body life."
(The term is contemporary, but, while we did

not use the terminology then, it describes what
we were actually striving to create.) We
organized hayrides and weiner roasts, seeming
trivialities. But we somehow wished to use these
things to cause students to understand that being
a Christian encompassed more of life than the
routines of Sunday morning.

We took a great deal of flack for these
activities. In those days the introduction of a
Coke machine into the "Bible Chair Building"
often triggered a deluge of critical writeups in
church bulletins and elsewhere. Nevertheless we
persisted, urging the students to get their faith
out of the church buildings and into their
relationships with each other. That Christian
students would actually be together in the
everyday stream of life, even for a weiner roast,
seemed a tremendous breakthrough at the time.
Good men sometimes lost their jobs in those
days for moving along too fast with this startling
new insight.
A third objective was training for leadership.
The credit courses were important because they
provided an atmosphere of free inquiry. In fact,
I am convinced that many insights commonly
accepted

in the church today were first

investigated and taught and disseminated out of
those early credit Bible courses. Through them a

whole generation of students, many now in
positions of congregational leadership, were
provided with perspectives which richly
broadened and deepened the faith of the church.

It is sometimes

charged that the Bible chair
It is true that
was
non-evangelistic.
movement
about with
were
hedged
courses
the credit
protect
the
to
safeguards
certain academic
and
state.
separation of church
"Proselytizing"as the universities called it-was not allowed.
But the ministry was far more than these classes
and I do not recall a single campus minister from
those days who was not intensely evangelistic in
his personal life-style. At the same time, as we
have noted, we viewed our work more in terms
of educating or nurturing our own. If there were
converts (and there were many), that was a cause
for rejoicing, but evangelism was not what made
our work unique among the ministries of the
body"

T'he Carnpus KvangelÍsm Movennent

The seeond phase of campus ministry in
Churches of Christ was the Campus Evangelism
Movement. This development came unexpectedly,
at least for those who had been working on
campuses before. There had been little or no
consultation with campus ministers and the new
movement began with a deeply critical attitude

toward previous attempts

to

minister to

campuses.

My first exposure to CE came in 1966 in
Levelland, Texas, at a national campus
ministers' meeting. A series of speakers
representing the new movement delivered strong
indictments against the Bible chair movement,
charging that it had failed in several ways, but
particularly in the area of evangelism.

The old movement should be discarded, they
indicated, and replaced with a model closely
resembling the approach of Campus Crusade for
Christ, an aggressively evangelistic non-

denominational project developed by Bill
Bright. Bright was a professional public
relations expert who was strong on promotion
but weak on theology" His financial base
consisted of private contributions, many of
them from ultra-conservative businessmen. One
of his goals was the "renewal" of American
Protestantism.
These events occurred during the turbulent
mid-sixties and early seventies, amid the social
upheaval of the time. CE was anti-establishment
as far as the Churches of Christ were concerned
---and it considered the Bible chairs to belong to
the establishment. CE was highly visible and
featured professional public relations techniques
and finely printed literature. Speakers in their
seminars were fluent and impressive. The goals,
besides the evangelistic ones, included plans to
renew the ehureh through the students and to
urge upon the church greater social sensitivity in
the areas of race, civil rights, etc.

For a number of reasons CE alienated not
only the reactionary elements in the churches,
but also the existing campus ministries. This set
the stage for a dichotomy between people who
l0

have continued to work on campuses
form or another ever since.

in

one

As a relative outsider, it seemed to me that
two principles guided the plans and procedures
of CE. First, evangelism became the top priority
of campus ministry, replacing conservation. CE
introduced the practice of judging every aspect
of campus ministry by a single yardstick-the
evangelistic yardstick. If large numbers of
conversions were lacking on a given campus,
then that campus ministry was pronounced a
failure.

"CE introduced the practice of iudging
evety aspect of campus ministry by a
single yañstick-the evangeristic yardstick. Il large numbers of conyersions were
Iacking on a given campus, then that

campus ministry was prcnounced

a

îailure."

The second guiding principle held that at the
message is one's own
personal religious experience. Students were
urged to sit down and write out their own
spiritual biography, taking note of what Jesus
had done for them" This biography became the
content of their "witness. "

root of the evangelistic

This procedure came rather directly from
methods outlined in Campus Crusade materials.

Doctrine, particularly "distinctive" doctrines of
the Churches of Christ, was not emphasized,
although one did detect a sort of unspoken
understanding that much of what we had
believed in the past was untrue. Thus, one was to
evangelize, but without strong emphasis on

either the church or the doctrines historically
associated with the Churches of Christ.

In 1968, CE sponsored a great meeting in
Dallas which was designed to thrust the
movement into prominence. I attended in order
to speak to a minor gathering of those interesteel
in offering credit courses. Of 1,000 participants,
eight or ten showed up to discuss such courses-_
a dramatic indication of ehanging directions.
The Dallas meeting was truly awe-inspiring.
Though campus seminars of more than 1,000 in

attendance are rather common today, at that
time such immensity boggled the mind. There
was a sense of movement. Stirring speeches were
given. Still, I had an uneasy feeling that
somehow the same weaknesses which one saw in
Campus Crusade were being duplicated. In fact,
Bill Brite himself was one of the main speakers,
urging the Churches of Christ to join in the work
that Campus Crusade was doing.

During the next few months the relationship
between the men on the field and the men who
were leading the Campus Evangelism Movement
went from bad to worse. Some of the editorial
board of the Campus Journal (formerly the

Bible Chair Journø|, and the voice of the Bible
chair movement) met with the leaders of CE in
Memphis, Tennessee. It was a meeting of
brothers in a spirit of brotherliness, but it was
obvious that the two groups had real
differences. Those whose ministries had been
centered on one campus were very doubtful that
what was needed was a national Church of
Christ Campus Crusade.

is that this third phase is intimately tied to the

local church. This tie had been essentially
missing in both the previous phases. The Bible
chairs were and are mostly cooperative efforts
which are supported by many congregations,
having arisen during a period when the mainline
brotherhood was creating a multitude of cooperative projects in missions, media, childrens'
homes, etc. The CE Movement, on the other
hand, shared Campus Crusade's problem with
regard to the local church, namely, it attached
very little importance to it. In fact, since most
local churches were under the control of leaders
thought to be themselves obstacles to renewal,
strong ties locally were more a hindrance than a
help to the movement. In contrast, phase three

ministries are bound intimately to local
congregations. They seldom use separate
facilities for student activities. They conceive of
no ministry which is distinct from the local
church.

The CE Movement collapsed not long afterward and I was invited to attend a post mortem
in Dallas. Fourteen or fifteen persons met; all
except myself were leaders in the movement. It
was a sad and bitter meeting. Almost none of
those who had worked with great dedication to
promote CE ever involved themselves in campus
ministry of any kind again. Many eventually
severed their connections with the Churches of
Christ.

A second distinctive in phase three ministry is
its very conservative doctrinal stance. I am
constantly amazed that this movement is
described by some of its opponents as "liberal."
On the contrary, it represents a rigidly exclusivist
view of the church, doctrinally and morally.
This exclusivism far exceeds that of the mainline
churches in the brotherhood. It may here or
there propose a different interpretation than did
the hard-fighting brethren of one or two
generations ago, but it is remarkably similar to
them in spirit and as resistent to modern biblical
scholarship as any of them were. It is as close to

The Fhase Three Ministry

within the brotherhood today.

The fall of CE was followed by a period of
transition and the emergence of a phase of
campus ministry which is epitomized by,
although not limited to, the program of the
Crossroads Church of Christ at the University of
Florida in Gainesville and those who have gone
out from there. There is at least one very
important tie between this phase and the
Campus Evangelism Movement: the conviction
that evangelism is the heart of campus ministry.

There are at the same time significant
differences. One especially important difference

being "fundamentalist" as any movement

ln phase three,'bne misses the independent,
free, investigative biblical scholarsñip
olten found in the Bible chafu movement
and the strong socia, sensitivity of CE"
Perhaps tfiese will came with time and
maturity."
Phase three campus ministry is, thjrdly,
characterized by an emphasis upon discipline
and body life. The Bible chair movement was
not without these emphases, but ihey emerge in

phase three with greater intensity. Whether this

intensity has resulted in progress toward
spiritual freedom in Christ, or whether it has
sometimes resulted in legalism and coercion is an
debated-not always with

issue now being hotly

care for the facts. Whether the attitude of
exclusivism has deteriorated into self-righteousness or even into the refusal to accept the
validity of other methods of ministry is another
matter presently under discussion. One misses
the independent, free, investigative biblical
scholarship often found in the Bible chair
movement and the strong social sensitivity of
CE. Perhaps these will come with time and
maturity.

Conclusion
When one paints with such broad strokes as
those attempted here the result is always oversimplification and sometimes even misrepresentation. Nevertheless, these personal reflections
seem to me to catch something close to the
realities. If I dared join the prophets, I would
say that phase three ministry has nowhere near
reached its peak and will influence, for good or
ill, the shape of carypus ministry in Churches of
Christ for a long time to come. It has caught the
spirit of its age, just as the other two phases
caught the spirit of theirs. And does this fact not
ultimately serve as yet another illustration of
how the face of God is often reflected in the
mirror of the times?

Graduate Studies in Religion
for Women
By DEBBIE TIAGGARD
A Student at the Harding Graduate School

of

Religion

There might be those who would disagree,
but I don't think we are a particularly strange
group. We aren't extraordinarily intellectual or
bookish. We aren't especially spacey or
unusually serious, exceptionally liberated or
traditional. We're simply Christians who want
to enter professions which require graduate
degrees. But we are also female, and that's
sufficient reason for comment.

she's there and curious about why she decided to
come.

It seems that most people expect that a single
girl who goes to HGSR will do so for one of two
reasons: either she's looking for a husband or
she's just a different and unusual sort. After all,
what can a girl who is a member of the Church
of Christ do with a degree from a religious
graduate school?

A woman coming to the Harding Graduate
School of Religion will discover several things.
l.-irst she may notice that she's outnumbered by
men about thirty-five to one. Then she'll find
that almost everyone she meets is surprised that
t2

As I said, I don't think v¿e're all that strange,
and as for going through graduate school to find
a husband, one single female student summed it
up nicely: "There's got to be an easier way."

Quite a few women have attended classes at
HGSR since its birth but most of them have been
the wives of male students and have not sought
degrees themselves. Many of them have taken
courses in missions and Bible and counseling in
preparation for the joint ministry they would
share with their husbands. And some have just
wanted to learn.

More recently, however, single women

are

going there to earn degrees on their own. Several
have graduated and have gone into such fields as

campus ministry and biblical translation.

Presently there are seven single women attending
HGSR working toward master's degrees.

They have come from a wide variety of
backgrounds. Some went to Christian colleges,
some to state universities. Undergraduate
degrees range from mathematics to music and
from business to psychology to Bible. Six of the
seven were attracted to the school by the degree

offered in counseling. The seventh was

interested in studying biblical languages, especially Greek.

Whatever field is chosen the degree program

will include Bible and some biblical languages.
Presently at HGSR, among the men as well

the women, the most popular major

as

is

counseling, exphasizing marriage and family

therapy. Most of the girls don't have definite
plans beyond graduation but intend to wait and
see what opportunities arise.

What astonishes me is that women in
graduate religious studies should be regarded as
unusual. It certainly is not true that fewer
women than men are interested in higher
education. Nor is it true that fewer women are
interested in the Bible and religion.
But many women, themselves, are unaware

of the possible uses of a graduate

religious
education: for example, cleveloping Bible school
curricula, preparing for mission work, writing,
or teaching.

There are many women who have the
capabilities for such studies, but lack confidence
and determination and need encouragement.
Then there are others who are confident of their
educational abilities but who never think in
terms of graduate study in Bible, theology,
Christian education, or religious counseling. In
the long run, it is the church that misses out on
the distinctive contributions these people might
otherwise make.
God has charged each person with developing
whatever gift he has given us. For some persons,
this can best be accomplished through religious
education
even some female persons.

-

A SPECIAL IA{VITATIOTV
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held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees,
Friday, June 20, 8:00 p.m., at the Airport Marina Hotel, DFW Airport, Dallas.
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Southern Churches in Crisis,
Religion ond the Solid South,
and numerous other books
and articles on Southern religion.

The BÍbte Chair Yision
Comes of Age at the
[Jniversity of Texas
"There is a lot of diversity on the f aculty. They certainly do not agree
among themselyes on everything, nor do they mind disagreeing with
each other in front of us. Thís has encouraged me to think for myself
rather th an iust accept spoonf eeding."
By BOB BURGESS

Editor's Note: The Institute for Christian
Studies at the University oJ' Texas is an outgrowth of the Bible chair long sponsored by the
University Church of Christ, Austin. Now the
Institute has inaugurated a special program for
the training of ministers. This article explores
that program.
When the editor of Mission Journalasked me

The student ministers were interviewed first.

Mike Blackwell, Steve Durr, Danny Glymph,
Bobby Jeffcoat, Dave King, and Paul Riddle
were present to contribute their time and
thoughts. I have chosen not to give individual
credits for the quotes because I was interested
more in a mosaic of what the goals of the school
were and how the students generally reflected
those goals in their perception of ministry.

to do an article on the Institute for Christian
Studies at the University of Texas, I accepted
because I wanted to know more about the
Institute myself. I am neither a reporter nor the

All of the men were in their 20's and were
college graduates or working toward an
undergraduate degree. None had any full-time

of a reporter, but the information gathered

experience in the pulpit or even regular "Sunday

son

from the pamphlets and, particularly,

the
interviews led me to conclude that if either of my
children wanted to study for the ministry, they

only" preaching duties over an extended period
of time. So, to a large extent the answers they
gave to the questions reflect their training.

could have no better training among brotherhood schools than at the Institute.

Although the Institute has a number of
offerings, this article concentrates on the
Program in Ministry, It reflects information
gathered mostly from interviews with students
and faculty.
Bob Burgess u,orks with fetleral vocational rehabilitation

cctses in

Auslin, Texøs. Íle has the M.A. in Bible front Abilene Christian
UniversiÍ.y, and serves on //r¿ Mission Journal Boord o.f Trustee,s.
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QUESTION: What do you perceive the task
of a minister to be?

RESPONSES:

"Ministry is not
"

just

preaching from the pulpit. It is service.

"The minister must bring competent
theology to contemporary life. Competent study
without application is arrogance. On the other
hand blind application without competent
theology leads to disillusionment. The task of

the minister is to bring competent theology and
application together. "

"The minister is a teacher. He seeks to teach
the whole congregation. It is not his function to
be the sole fount of knowledge but to nurture
every member by his teaching. Further, the
minister must try to give every member the tools
for responsible Bible study to bring every
member to maturity in Christ."
"Yes. To go along with this one of the tests

of the minister is whether the congregation

is

stronger and more edified after he leaves as
compared with when he came. If he attracts
people to himself like a cultic figure, the
congregation will be without a sense of direction
when he leaves."

QUESTION: In your answers there recurs a
strain familiar to the Restoration tradition, i.e.,
emphasis on study
effort. As
- intellectual
will you bring study at
worth-while as this is how
the level about which you are talking to a people
in the pew who are suspicious or sometimes
defensive about scholarship?
RESPONSES: "Two things are important to
keep in mind. First, you have to take time for
the congregation to get to know you and for you
to know them. Mutual trust goes a long way to
reduce suspicion toward one who has acquired
some of the tools of scholarship. You cannot
afford to come in as a firebrand or answer man
and establish any kind of rapport. Second, it is
essential to establish that what you bring to a
church as a scholar does not equal discipleship. "

"Yes. The faculty here at the Institute makes
a conscious attempt, I would say, to urge study,
to urge us to do our homework but to remember
that ministry, service, is where it's at. "

"lf you are interested in the lives of the
people, their kids, and whether the factory
where they work is shut down, they will not be
defensive about your scholarship.

"

"Oh, a lot less people are defensive about
scholarship than academic types may think.
Look at some of these small rural congregations.
Even though most of the members have had no

at all, they are receptive to Abilene
Christian University professors who preach
among them Sunday after Sunday. These
professors have been responsible for a lot of
college

growth in these churches.

"

"The faculty members are constantly
bringing out tremendous messages from the
biblical text, many of which are conveyed in a
technical religious vocabulary. When the
professor concludes the point, he-and all
professors do this in their own way-raises the
question, 'Okay, now, how are you going to
speak of the ethical imperative of the parousia
from the pulpit? How are you going to preach
this?' Then we are challenged to paraphrase what
we have learned in non-technical language. It
also serves as a check for us to see whether we
ourselves understood the technical language
used and whether we got the message of the text
as the professor presented

it."

QUESTION: To change the subject a little,
what are your impressions of the environment or
the setting here on the University campus
relative to your study for the ministry? What are
the advantages or disadvantages?

"When the professor concrudes the point,

ñe raises the guestion,'Okay, now, how are
you going to speak of this trom the pulpit?'

Then we arc challenged to paraphrase
what we have learned in non-technical

Ianguage."
RESPONSES: "Here we are not one of the
'preacher boys.' If someone on the campus here
asks what I am studying, [my answer,] 'the
ministry,' is received matter-of-factly or
sometimes with a little hostility. The
environment here is much more parallel with the
world in general and this can be a positive factor
for developing mature faith. "

"This may rub off on the Institute internally
a little too. There is a pretty free intellectual
climate here, but I don't want to leave the
impression that there is no guidance. If
somebocly makes some 'off the wall' statement,

there will be a challenge. I mean that earnest
questions about faith are taken seriously here.
No canned answers are given. "

"There is a lot of diversity on the faculty.
They certainly do not agree among themselves
on everything, nor do they mind disagreeing
with each other in front of us. If you ask one of
them a question in class the teacher will give an
answer but then he may say, 'Now
feels differently about this and it would be good
for you to talk to him.' This has encouraged me
to think for myself rather than just accept
spoonfeeding.

"

"Yes, we have tremendous library facilities
here. Not only do we have the University of
Texas libraries, but we have access to the
Presbyterian and Episcopal seminary libraries in
addition to our own."

our thoughts. We might discuss questions about

faith, problems with family,

girlfriends,

personal problems, or whatever."

QUESTION: That raises an interesting
question. As you know, the ministry is a
collecting place for people with all kinds of
personal problems. Too many ministers have
personal problems with which they have not
dealt and to which they cannot admit. In too
many cases that unaddressed personal turmoil
results in turmoil for the church. Now, all of
God's children have problems, but what is being
done here to help you work through yours to
turn those problems into blessings for the
congregations you will serve?
RESPONSES: "The faculty does not hesitate

to challenge us and to prod us to reflection if
they feel anyone has a personal problem
significant enough to affect the ministry.

"Well, one of the things I value is that we
students can have some say or input in the
shaping of the program here. The atmosphere
here is one of sharing, and our ideas on how to
make a stronger program receive serious
consideration.

"

QUESTION: How would you describe your
relationship with the faculty?
RESPONSES: "The relationship between
faculty and students is very good, and there are a
number of things done with faculty and students
together. Right now, of course, there are only
nine of us in The Program for Ministry so
student-faculty relations are very close."

"

"Yes, I don't think one could go through two
years in this program without being challenged,

if

there were something significantly wrong."

"This is a caring, nurturing faculty as well as
an intellectually competent faculty. We
experience a lot of personal growth as well as
growth in knowledge."

QUESTION: This is all a rather glowing
report. What would you criticize about the
program?

RESPONSES: "The program should require
biblical languages. Now they are only optional."

"There is a need for early church history at
"Once a week we have faculty-student brown
bag lunches together. The wives are also invited.
We can discuss any topic we wish. Some topics
are announced in advance so we can have time to
think about them beforehand. We also have

chapel twice weekly, and there
opportunity for discussion there.

"

is some

"Something that benefits all of us is PSD
(Personal Spiritual Development). Throughout
the week each of us is to write down some
personal thoughts. Then we rneet individually
with our faculty advisor once a week to discuss
16

least through the fourth century""

"They need one more faculty member here,
preferably one who has a lot of pulpit experience,
to bring some depth to more practical courses."

"All of us realize, however, that the faculty
recognizes these problems, too. I've seen a
tremendous amount of growth in the quality of
the program in just one year. It's difficult to be
too critical when the faculty is aware of the
shortcomings of the program and is working to
make it better. "

"Yes. I've seen how much love has gone into
what goes on here."

to the foot of the cross. We want to encourage
our students to think without becoming
reactionary.

So the interview was concluded. Their

answers were impressive and their perceptions
were mature. These young men were bright and

capable. They did not flinch at questions that
demanded some reflection to answer. They were
neither cynical nor pompous. They will continue
to mature and will be real blessings to the
churches that they will serve.

The faculty members with whom I talked
included Anthony Ash, Alan McNicol, Paul
Watson, and Michael Weed. These men hold
doctoral degrees from Southern California,
Vanderbilt, Yale, and Emory, respectively. The
degrees are in the fields of church history, New
Testament, Old Testament, and ethics. Again, I
have chosen not to credit individual quotes.
(Don Crittendon and James Thompson were not

available for interviews. Crittendon
traveling in behalf of the Institute,
Thompson

is on sabbatical in

was

and

Tübingen,

Germany.)

QUESTION: What is offered here

at the

Institute?

QUESTION: There is a great deal of concern
here for scholarship. I'm led to wonder if you
teach things here that you could not teach in a
congregation?
RESPONSES: "My own life comes mainly
out of the church so my teaching is oriented that
way. There is nothing I teach here that I would
not teach in a congregation; however, I would
alter the approach as to how it is taught. In the
Sunday school class or pulpit a more popular
language has to be used to communicate the
same lessons that are presented in the
classroom.

"Once

"

a week we have laculty'student

brown bag lunches together. The wives are
also invited. We can discuss any topic we
wish. Some topics are announced in

adyance so u/e can have time to think
about them beforehand. We arso have
chapel twice weekly."

QUESTION: What are Your general

impressions of the Program in Ministry?

RESPONSES: "We have been able to teach
hundreds of UT students and make known the
gospel to some who might not have heard it
anywhere else."

"What do we offer

''

here? The authority

of

scripture, the deity of Christ, commitment to the
church, and basic New Testament theology with
the right to question those issues which to the
New Testament are peripheral."

"Our task is to make credible the essential

question of how Jesus came to be proclaimed as
the Messiah from shortly after the time of his
death.' '

lWith regard to the Program in Ministry,]
"the attempt here is to train the kind of minister
who can function well in congregations which
are operating at high cognitive levels. At the
same tirne academic excellence is being brought

RESPONSES: "My overall impression of the
Program is that it is permeated by a real sense of
commitment, and it has a great deal of potential.
No one here has visions of leading the church to
the promised land but there is a real
commitment here to study and to minister."

"To evaluate the Program one should look
not only at the list of courses that are offered. All
of the faculty feel the need for adding a faculty
member who has in-depth practical training as
well as practical experience. We do require a
supervised ministry (field work) each semester to
insure that each student receives adequate
practical training. "
QUESTION: The student ministers are very
appreciative of the individual sharing sessions
with the faculty advisors. What needs do the
individual counseling sessions attempt to fill?
t'l

RESPONSES: "Care must be taken to insure

that academic concerns must not be

separated

from practical concerns. The counseling sessions
attempt to knit these two together. "

"We want very much to avoid the

schism

between exegesis and practical life. Each faculty
member is an advisor to one or two students on a
rotating basis. The advantage of the rotation is

that the students will be exposed to different
points of view and one advisor may not be as
effective with a particular student whereas
another

will."

QUESTION: There are only nine students in
the Program in Ministry now. If your enrollment
grows, how will you be able to continue the
current level of shepherding?
RESPONSE: "That will be a problem. We
may have to reduce the time for the sessions
together, but this is something we could not
eliminate altogether.

"

failure. Our study of the OId Testament can
encompass both traditions and/ or move
independently.

"To hear the Old Testament in its own right
would uncover the centrality of God in the
divine history instead of making Christ the
center. Now I do not want to be heard as saying

just a tack-on or that there has only been
modification of the old system, but there
is a need to recover tþe reality that the God who
was at work in Israel was the God at work in
Corinth. There is a fundamental need to tell the
whole story of our being as a people of God.
Our story or our history will not be fully known
if we take Pentecost as our starting point. Our
story should start with God and creation. The
prophets call us to acts of obedience
not just
to glibness. The narrative portions- have the
capacity to inspire us. The Restoration
Movement can come to the Old Testament with
Jesus is
a slight

freshness and excitement.

"

QUESTION: Is anything

of

fered

in

missions?

"The Program in Ministry is permeated by a
Íea, sense of commitment, and it has a
great deal of potential" Na ane here has

visions of leading the church to the
ptomised land but there is a teal
commitment here to study and to minister."

QUESTION: I have a couple of questions
about the curriculum itself. The first refers to the
Old Testament courses. My impression is that the
Old Testament has not been heard in most
Churches of Christ. Would you comment on the
positive value of the Old Testament for the
church?
RESPONSES: "There are a number of
positive values of the OId Testament for the
church. First, the Churches of Christ are really
in a unique position to study the Old Testament
because we have not committed ourselves to
either of the two major traditions for study. For
example, the Reformed tradition interprets the
Old Testament from a covenantal viewpoint,
i.e., the Old blends into the New. The Lutheran
tradition views the Old Testament as a historv of
18

" 'Introduction to Missions'
required. We have guest lecturers. For
example, David Jones, former missionary to
Japan, and Roger McCown, missionary to
Guatemala, have taught courses here. The
history of missions is explored; Third World
problems are studied. We look at biblical and
cultural problems. The University of Texas
provides access to massive linguistic and sociocultural resources. The minister really shoulci
is

RESPONSES:

know something about this, whether he plans to
go into the mission field or not. When a young
man comes knocking at the congregational door
saying, 'I want to go to the mission field. Will
you support me?', only the minister in many
congregations will be able to ask, 'Have you
studied the language? What preparation have
you nade to understand the culture? Why clo
you want to go?' One of our students, Louis
Zinzit, is now a missionary in tsrazil. We also
have as students Alberto Pata who is fron'l

Argentina and Mladelt Yovanovich from

Yugoslavia. These men will be returning to their
countries on completion of their study here. Dorr

Sitton, another student here, has been ã

missionary to New Guinea, and Steve Durr has
been a missionarY to Scotland. "

gospel to individuals who suffer in the private
ànguish of sin and confusion?" At the Institute

Here is a faculty who has faced squarely the
questions of faith, higher criticism, the stresses
of congregational life. None pretends to have all
the answers and yet each possesses confidence in
the stances he takes. None possesses messianic
expectations relative to his work but each is
committed to fulfilling God's work on earth.
Each confesses Jesus as Lord and believes in the
authority of scripture. Scholarship has been a
means to deepening rather than undermining
their trust in God.

by being shepherded themselves.

Whoever is considering the yoke of the
ministry might ask a question such as, "'Where
can I receive the kind of training that will equip
me to be sensitive to the forces of urbanization,
secularization, social Darwinism, the psychobabble of self actualization, the depersonalization brought about by technology running
unchecked by moral considerations, etc.? How
can I preach the gospel clearly and cogently which

will provide a viable alternative to

the

destructive forces in the world today?" One way
is to study under a faculty that is academically
strong.

What do I mean by academically strong? Let

us suppose that a university mathematics

profesior with a Ph.D. approaches the academic
àean and says, "I've been wanting to teach
English for a couple of years now. How about
letting me teach a course in English?" The dean
says, "But, your degree is in math." The
mathematician says, "Yes, but I am a good
communicator, orally and in writing, Why can't
I teach English?" The dean, somewhat

surprised, replies "'We can't have
mathematicians, biologists or physical education
majors teaching English. Why, we have
accreditation to think about." The point is

clear. If the Bible and related subjects are vital
for student ministers and the church, it would be
most beneficial to receive academic training
from those best equipped to give it.
Another question that a prospective minister
might ask is, "Where can I receive the training
to enable me to be an effective minister of the

each member of the faculty counsels each
student minister once a week. One not only
receives classroom training but through being
counselled learns how to counsel others. The
faculty members become models from whom the
students learn. The students learn to shepherd

Another question a prospective minister
might ask is, "What about a faculty with bona
fide academic credentials? Are they just
cloistered academicians or are they churchmen
who are involved in the life of the church? Is
their trust in God or in their knowledge?" This
last question has been answered as well as
possible by the quotes above and by the way this
faculty is perceived by their students.
The faculty members at the Institute are not
cloistered academicians. One has co-authored a
Bible dictionary for children and teaches highschool students each Sunday in Bible class.
Others are pulpit ministers or teach regularly or
are involved in various ways in the life of the
congregations they serve.
The interviews with students and faculty led
to conclude that this is a community of
believers who are striving together to mature in
the faith. There is evidence of the effort here to
learn (to "disciple"), to love God with all the
mind, heart, and strength.

me

How did such a program come to be? It is the
culmination of a dream by the University
Avenue Church of Christ, founded in 1853. This
church established a Bible chair at the
University back in 1918. Today, the Institute
receives support from other local congregations

in the Austin area. More and more'

many
grateful
to
the
be
will
future
the
in
congregations
of
the
women
and
men
other
the
and
elders
patience
and
for
their
dream
Church
University
in bringing all of this to fruition.

My prayer is that the seed planted here will
continue to grow that more ministries may be
"apprenticed" here, that more congregations
may be served through these efforts.

ExplorÍng the PrÍmitive Church:
The Institute for the Study of
Christian Origins
A

product

of the Restoration Movement, tñis lnstítute in

the

theological center of tåe western world proclaims its purpose: "to
understand in depth the means God used to call tfie first Christian
congrcgations into exístence and the actual circumstances in which
tfiose Christians obeyed Jesus as Lord
then to proclaim what we

-

have understood."

By W. L. THOMPSON

Pucker your lips. It's easier to say it that way!
pronounce it Tew-bing-gun
Tübingen
Tübingen. -

No, it isn't a rare bird; rather it is a rare city
in Europe

in West Germany. Nestled along the

- river, this combination of old
upper Neckar
(founded in A.D. 1078) and new is called "the
university city of Tiibingen." Berlin, Munich,
and Hamburg dwarf it in population and
perhaps sophistication. Yet none of these
megalopoli upstages Tübingen in intellectual

Origins in Tübingen. The Institute is housed at
Wilhelmstrasse 100 and its current director is Dr.
James W. Thompson, on leave from the
Religious Studies Center at Austin, Texas for
1979-80. It is the purpose of the institute to
understand in depth the means God used to call
the first Christian congregations into existence
and the actual circumstances in which those
Christians obeyed Jesus as Lord
then to
proclaim what we have understood. Here is how it began.

prowess or influence.

Viewed against the backdrop of
Christendom-at-large, the theological faculties
at Tübingen are no doubt the most influential
anywhere on earth. It is hard to avoid the
conclusion that they eclipse all other theological
centers.

Since 1961 a small group of Americans
affiliated with the Restoration Movement has
sponsored an Institute for the Study of Christian
W.L. Thompson is Executive Director
the European
Evangelistic Society which supports the lnstitute for the Study oi
Christian Origins.
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In the third decade of this century, a Prussian
military man turned to the study of theology,
taking his Ph.D. at Berlin. Son of the head of
the Kaiser's elite guard at Potsdam, and nephew

to the Kaiser's preacher, Adolph von Harnack,
Ludwig von Gerdtell, in his study of theology
developed convictions at odds with the state

church. Passing up a prestigious and
comfortable life in academic circles, von
Gerdtell espoused views he feit consistent with
the witness of scripture and the early church. He
confessed his faith and was immersed, leaving
the state church, and became a lecturer at Butler
School of Religion at Indianapolis in 1931-32"

During this time some Americans supported
him to return to Germany to preach his
convictions about the Christianity discerned in
scripture and preached and practiced by the
e'arliest Christians. The Second World War cut
short his plans to call Germans into a church
rooted in the primitive gospel, but the
Americans did not lose interest.

family left for Europe,
years
England,
and settled in
in
spent three
Fall
1949.
Earl
and Ottie
of
in
the
Tübingen
for the
laid
the
foundation
Stuckenbruck
Mearl
in
begin
soon
to
action
of
the
directions
of
in
the
opening
which
culminated
Tübingen,
the Institute for the Study of Christian Origins.

In

1946 an American

Careful investigation of several possible
locations in Germany led to the choice of
Tübingen. Basel (Switzerland), Heidelberg,
Marburg, Hamburg, Göttingen and Tübingen
were each considered. "The tradition in
Tübingen had provided freedom of access to
theological truth for a long time and was proud
of thatheritage...."'

"During the decade of the 1950's,

ideas

about what these American sponsors (now called
the European Evangelistic Society) should be
doing in Tübingen evolved from the concept of a
Bible College, to the concept of a student center,
and finally to the concept of a research oriented
institute. ' ' 2
Distinctive in German university circles is the
of academic research centers, called
institutes. Such centers exist in all faculties,
including theology. In these theological centers,
it is encumbent on the researcher to probe for
basic truth regardless of church loyalty.
prevalence

In

1961 the Institute

for the Study of

Christian Origins began, with

Earl
Stuckenbruck as its first director. During its
early years it functioned as a department in the
Institute for Ecumenical Theology and Mission,
then headed by Dr. Gerhard Rosenkranz. Later
it moved into its own building at Wilhelmstrasse
100, presenting itself to the theological
community as a research institute with church
(i.e. Christian) origins as its specialty.

For what purpose an institute and why in
Tilbingen? The American sponsors of the
Institute (i.e., the EES) were convinced the
gospel has power to bring faith, to create and
sustain the church, and to correct the course of
the church when she goes astray. They were
assured "that apprehension of Christian truth
and life in connection with the intellectual and
theological processes of European academic life
can be of significance in the course of the church

universal.

"'

Armed with this conviction, what better place
to act out the implications of this overpowering
commitment than at one of the earth's most
influential Christian intellectual centers?
The risks would be high; the stakes also! The

cost in human patience and divine trust
enormous! The prospects of "success, "
guarded!
The unfolding story is thrilling.

l. In late 1960 the Institute of Missions and
Ecumenical Theology invited the EES to set up a

is

Department of Church Origins in its institute.
This offer was accepted and a start was made to
gather a specialized library. Hence the EES was
accorded a place in the academic circles of
Tübingen.

clustered by three institutes. They include the
Institute for Jewish Studies, the Institute for
Ecumenical Theology and Mission, and the
Institute for Late Middle Ages and Reformation
Studies.

at the Institute, the
and
the theological
director's apartment,
for discussions
scene
building soon became the
gospel
and
of the church
into the nature of the

The Evangelical Faculty at Tübingen

2. The lecture room

from all nations as r¡¿ell
as those from the University in Tübingen
frequently joined with the Institute director in
penetrating diseussions of vital themes.
Jesus intends. Scholars

The Roman Catholic Faculty had one
research institute until 1980. It was known as
the Institute for Ecumenical Studies.
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3. The academic year 1968-69 was an
important transition year. The European
Evangelistic Society named Dr. Burton B.
Thurston from the American University of

Beirut as Institute director. Concurrently, S.
Scott Bartchy, then writing his dissertation for a
Harvard doctorate, was added to the Institute
staff in Tübingen. The process of interfacing
with the two theological faculties increased in
intensity.

4. The decade of the 1970's launched the
Institute into an era of new possibilities. During
this decade, the director of the Institute, Dr. S.
Scott Bartchy, was invited to become a lecturing
member of the Evangelical Theological Faculty
in the New Testament department. Since 1972he
has offered lectures during eight semesters. In
the spring-summer semester of 1979, a team
lecture was offered by Professor Dr. Peter

"The Institute tor the Study of Christian
Origins is committed to the truth of the
gospet Íor laith and for the church, lt
invites open investigation of all the
im pl ic ations of Ch risti a n origin s."

Speaker, April28, 1980
Prof. Martin
Hengel "The Sacrificial Death of Christ"
Free Church Discussion
At the Institute
Theme (Encouraged by the Institute):

-

-

"The Dilemma of Infant Baptism"

The Institute for the Study of Christian
Origins is "in orbit." It is on target! It is
committed to the truth of the gospel for faith
and for the church. It invites open investigation
of all the implications of Christian origins.
During the decade of the 1970's the Institute
directors have focused on key issues in the life of

the church today: human rights, the role of
women, freedom, liberation theology, the Holy
Spirit, and other special implications of the
gospel.

Dr. S. Scott Bartchy's lecture-tapes invite
thoughtful consideration: "Freedom and the
Spirit-Suffering and the Community," "Freedom and Salvation
of Women,"
- The Status
Paul as a New
"Freedom and Identity
- Law Jesus as
Being," "Freedom and the
Manumittor," and "Freedom and-Idolatry
Israel as Slaves of God.

Stuhlmacher of the Theological Faculty and Dr.
S. Scott Bartchy on "Human Rights." Bartchy
had completed his doctorate at Harvard in 1971.
Dr. Frederick W. Norris, Ph.D. from Yale, acted
as director during three and one half years in the
70's. He also was named a lecturing member
during one of the semesters.

5. The calendar for the spring-summer
semester, 1980, describes the essence of the
Institute's current program as research
continues:
New Testament Seminar
At the Seminary
Dr. S. Scott Bartchy,- "The Social Backgrounds of the Early Christians"
Colloquium for Graduate Students
- At the
Seminary
Dr. James W. Thompson, with Prof. Otto
Betz
Paper for April 21, 1980: "Women as
Synagogue Leaders in Ancient Israel"
Colloquium for Foreign Students
- At the
Institute
Dr. James W. Thompson, Co-ordinator
tt

"

-

Dr. Frederick W. Norris issued an important
treatment of the Holy Spirit entitled, "The

Spirit ond the Gifts øre Ours," containing
twenty-two pages in six chapters.

Dr. Bartchy's book, First Century Slavery and
the Interpretation of I Corinthians 7:21, deals
with a theme of critical importance. In 199
pages, this volume treats the subject historically
as well as exegetically and suggests an exciting
new way to understand Paul.

Dr. Norris has written cogently about the
Restoration Movement in his essay, "Apostolic,
Catholic, and Sensible: The Consensus
Fidelium, " appearing in Essoys in New
Testqment Christianity; and addressed the
subject of scripture and tradition in his essay
entitled, "Authority: The New Testament as
Norm, Church History as Guide."
Bartchy's essay, "Table Fellowship with
'Lord's Meal' at Corinth," ploughs

Jesus and the

new ground in the volume in honor of James G.
Van Buren. His essay, "Power, Submission, and

Sexual Identity Among the Early Christians,"
focuses new light on the problem passages
regarding women in the church.'

Dr. James W. Thompson's research in
Hebrews during 1979-80 promises some
interesting "finds" which will be integrated

The Institute for the Study of Christian
Origins has been put together by inheritors of
the tradition of Christ as instituted in the early
19th century. Its current director is Dr. James
W. Thompson of the Church of Christ. Its
former director, Dr. S. Scott Bartchy, is from
the independent Christian Church. Its director
for 1980-81, Dr. Thomas Best, is from the
Disciples of Christ in Texas.

into his upcoming writing.

small
The Institute wants to be catholic
wants
to
It
The Institute for the Study of Christian "c." It wants to be faithful to Christ.
gospel
in these
of the
Origins invites the participation of the readers of witness to the adequacy
times.
crucial
Mission Journal by (l) careful reading of and
reaction to any and all of the writings issued by
The Institute is a gleam in Tübingen.
the Institute, (2) going to Tübingen for your own
period of private study, (3) enrolling at the
You can help turn up the Power!
University of Tübingen for lectures in either or
'Earl Stuckenbruck, Search For Location of European
both faculties, (4) and by doing a year in
Society in Germany, August, 1979, unpublished
Evangelistic
or
Tübingen during your M.Div., D.Min.,
paper.
Ph.D. program under the guidance of our
'Ron Nutter, The European Evangelistic Society: The
Establishment oÍ an Institute in Europe, Spring, 1979. This prize
Institute staff.

The EES is prepared to integrate a generous
number of Christians of the Churches of Christ
into its program at Tübingen and onto its board
of directors. The heritage, in Christ, rising out
of the nineteenth century reformation can only
serve and profit from the action of the Institute
for the Study of Christian Origins.

winning essay in a contest conducted by The Disciples of Christ
Historical Society is in process of publication.
¡From "History and Purpose" statement appearing annually in
the Yeorbook of Disciples of Christ for more than a decade during
the 1950's.

'All of

the foregoing titles are available from the European

Evangelistic Society at P.O. Box 2ó8, Aurora, IL 60507

The recent Hans Küng affair at Tübingen
underscores the importance of this Institute.
Those who have read Küng and heard him
lecture are struck by his disarming commitment
to Jesus Christ as the center of the gospel. His
collision course with Rome has been obvious for
some years, and on December 15, 1979, the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
removed his teaching credentials.

But was it a wise act? From the Roman point
of view? Time will tell. The Washington Post
indicates a reformation larger than that of
Luther is under way. With Küng's newly created
post he is freer than ever to speak to all
believers.
see New York Times, Jan.
Käng's apologia
sounds like the sage of Bethany of
28, 1980

-

another generation!

In view of

Wayne Walden's interest

in

the

participation of members of the churches of Christ in

Bible translating activity and of the version's
distinctive features, the review of "New Bible
Translations from the'70's" should have taken note

of the "English Version for the Deaf" (EVD - also
issued under the title, "A New Easy-to-Read

Version") published by Baker Book House in 1978'
Everett Ferguson
Abilene, Texas

Mission Journal solicits
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responses to articles in the iournal. To be published,
letters may argue f rom a variety of perspectives, but
must be responsible and well thought out. The
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lf you don't subscribe to Mission
Journal already, here's what you're
missing.
ln the months ahead, Mission Journal
articles on these important themes:

feature timely

*Churches of Ghrist and their relation to the
American South
*

M

issions

*Urban Ministry
*Dying and Grieving
*American Pentecostalism

*Restorationism and Social Ethics
*Focus on Worship

We would welcome you to join the thousands of readers who

share monthly in Mission Journal's regular diet of edification and stimulation. Simply fill out the card in the middle of
this issue, stamp it, and drop it in the mail. We'll bill you later.
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